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I.

Introduction

The sense of touch and proprioception are critical to movement control [1, 2]. Paralysis of the
arm robs us of fundamental skills and prevents even basic activities of daily living. Neuroprosthetics is an emerging field of research aims to allow patients to use prosthesis or other artificial
devices from decoding the patients’ neural signals. However, motor neuroprosthetics would not
yield the desired functionality without sensation feedback. Thus a bidirectional
sensorimotor neuroprosthesis is required. This project develops a sensor-brain interface (SBI),
which can restore the sense of touch and the sense of movement in a paralyzed hand.
An ultra-low power, wireless, wearable SBI system has been developed. The system consists of
(1) ultra-low power sensor nodes, which sense the tactile signal from hands, (2) a central processing unit, which converts the signal into electrical stimulation patterns through the use of machine learning, and transmits the commands to (3) an implantable neural stimulator, which conveys the sensory signal to the brain through micro-stimulation of the somatosensory brain areas.
II. System and Circuit Implementation
The overall architecture of the designed SBI system is shown in Fig. 1. The main building blocks
of the system include: BMI device, sensors, and computer with user interface. The system can be
configured to work in various closed-loop operating modes.

Fig. 1 The SBI system mainly consists of the wearable sensors, neural recorder and neural stimulator.

As the core part the BMI system, the BMI device features a bi-directional neural interface with
bi-directional wireless communication. The bi-directional neural interface enables both neural

signal recording and electrical neural stimulation. The bi-directional wireless communication allows the BMI device to send data back to the computer, and read commands from the computer
or sensor nodes. In addition, the BMI device can process certain neural feature extraction and
some pre-defined closed-loop algorithms. The BMI device will be housed in a secure chamber
fixed on the animals’ skull, or housed in a customized jacket the animal can. A prototype chip of
the wireless BMI is shown in Fig. 2(a).
Sensor is another important element in the system. There are mainly two types of sensors: wearable sensors and surveillance sensors. Wearable sensors may include pressure sensor, flex sensor,
accelerometers, goniometer, etc. A sensor node is built using commercial sensors and wireless
transceiver. Surveillance sensors mainly include a video recorder and a motion tracking sensor,
which can be designed in CMOS technology. A prototype chip of the wireless body area sensor is
shown in Fig. 2(b).
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Fig. 2 (a) A wireless bi-directional BMI chip, device and die photo, and table of testing specifications. (b)
A wireless body area sensor chip, device and table of testing specifications.

III. Experimental Results
The designed chips have been used in animal experiments [3]. Neural recording was performed in an
anesthetized monkey with a multi-channel, high-density electrodes array implanted in the brain stem for
neural recordings from a large populations of neurons. One of the sensor nodes is mounted on the chest,
while the other is mounted on the upper arm.

Figure: Neural signal amplitude and measured joint angle
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Fig. 3 (a) In-vivo experiment on a monkey. Action potential signal was measured together with joint angle.
(b) In-vivo long term recording and stimulation in a monkey with LFP feature extraction.
Image source: http://www.123dapp.com/123C-3DModel/See-No-Evil-Monkey/603415

A joint angle as well as the accumulated counts of the captured action potentials in every 0.4s intervals, as
illustrated in Fig. 3(a). Long term neural signal recording has been conducted using the designed chip. The
LFP energy was extracted in real time, as shown in Fig. 3(b).

IV. Key Accomplishments:
This project have achieved significant progress so far. The wireless SBI system is one of the
world’s first wireless SBI system that is capable for performing closed-loop neural prosthetics experiments with feedback. Animal experiments are being conducted using the devices developed
in this project, with more investigation results to be expected. The preliminary results from this
project have been presented and published on ISCAS, BioCAS, EMBC, ISSCC SRP, and journals
including TCAS and TBioCAS. This work has also won the best paper award (1st Place) on the
BioCAS 2016. The supported student received the IEEE Solid-State Circuits Society (SSCS)
2015-16 pre-doctoral achievement award.
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